QUALITY AND FOOD SECURITY
POLICY

NUTRICOR is a Company dedicated to:
“Design, storage and sale of premixes”
The Management takes into account the complex and evolutional character of premixes
manufacture and the required expectations and guarantees by our customers.
For that reason our desire is that the company becomes well known by all its
employees, customers and the people in general, in all its decisions and activities, as a
responsible and respectful company with the quality and food security in all the
products designed and sold.
With this concern of improving, the Management stablishes, states and takes over the
following commitments:
- To implement, keep and improve a Food Quality and Security Managing System
that turns to be a dinamyzing factor of company management.
- To strictly fulfill the legal and regulatory requirements as well as any voluntary
standard the company decides to accomplish.
- The contract requirements, wishes and expectations of our customers will be the
criteria to set the activity guideline of the company.
- To keep an exhaustive traceability.
- To promote the aim of continuous improvement as the daily work basis, looking
for the most efficient and effective solutions.
- Provide our business colleagues and employees the necessary means to maintain
and increase the confidence in NUTRICOR.
- Stablish measured objectives assuring the service safety.
- Provide all the necessary resources to implement this policy.
NUTRICOR will ensure that this policy is publicly available so that any member of
this organization, customer, supplier or visitor will be able to point out any
improvements to do or any deficiencies, which will be analysed and solved the best way
possible.
This Quality and Food Security Policy is spread, assumed and practiced by all levels of
the company.
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